[Survey of the attitude of specialists faced with bronchial small cell carcinoma].
The practice of therapeutic trials is indispensable in the management of bronchial carcinoma if one hopes to improve the results. We have questioned 134 doctors in the Alsace region who are involved in the diagnosis and treatment of bronchial cancer. We asked how they would wish to be treated if they had a small cell cancer, and if they would agree to participate in a therapeutic trial should the occasion arise. Four different clinical situations of small cell carcinoma localised to the hemithorax were presented, illustrating current controversy on the best treatment or treatments to apply. The 4 proposed protocols were refused by 50% to 84% of the doctors questioned in different cases. The greater the level of consensus on a therapeutic treatment in a given clinical situation the greater the level of refusal to participate in a randomised protocol was. The fact that at least half of the specialist doctors questioned would refuse to be included in a current therapeutic protocol which is underway for patients in Europe leads to the suggestion that before the application for new protocols experts surrogates should give their opinion in association with ethical committee.